Contributions from glacially derived sediment to the global iron (oxyhydr)oxide cycle: Implications for iron delivery to the oceans
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Abstract

Estimates of glacial sediment delivery to the oceans have been derived from fluxes of meltwater runoff and iceberg calving, and their sediment loads. The combined total (2900 Tg yr\(^{-1}\)) of the suspended sediment load in meltwaters (1400 Tg yr\(^{-1}\)) and the sediment delivered by icebergs (1500 Tg yr\(^{-1}\)) are within the range of earlier estimates. High-resolution microscopic observations show that suspended sediments from glacial meltwaters, supraglacial, and proglacial sediments, and sediments in basal ice, from Arctic, Alpine, and Antarctic locations all contain iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles, which are poorly crystalline, typically \(\sim 5 \text{ nm}\) in diameter, and which occur as single grains or aggregates that may be isolated or attached to sediment grains. Nanoparticles with these characteristics are potentially bioavailable. A global model comparing the sources and sinks of iron present as (oxyhydr)oxides indicates that sediment delivered by icebergs is a significant source of iron to the open oceans, beyond the continental shelf. Iceberg delivery of sediment containing iron as (oxyhydr)oxides during the Last Glacial Maximum may have been sufficient to fertilise the increase in oceanic productivity required to drawdown atmospheric CO\(_2\) to the levels observed in ice cores.

© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Rates of sediment delivery to ocean basins are difficult to quantify, whether by riverine, glacial or aeolian supply. There are two principal sources of uncertainty. The first arises from the spatial and temporal variability of clastic fluxes, which requires frequent sampling over prolonged intervals and at many geographically diverse locations. The second arises from the fact that sediment fluxes can be altered during transfer from their reservoir of origin into the ocean basins. For example, riverine clastic loads are frequently measured at upstream sites, below which there may be substantial amounts of sediment storage on a temporary or permanent basis (Hay, 1998). Furthermore, riverine transport through estuaries may be non-conservative and may alter the relative proportions of various sediment components (see below). As a result, the particulate loads delivered into the ocean basins (e.g., Duce et al., 1991; Milliman and Syvitski, 1992; Hay, 1998; Poulton and Raiswell, 2002) are much less accurately quantified than solute loads, despite being important to a detailed understanding of biogeochemical cycles (such as the iron cycle), that are dominated by clastic rather than dissolved fluxes.

Current interest in the iron cycle derives from the observation that phytoplankton production in major ocean regions appears to be linked to iron availability. The main forms of iron that are, directly or indirectly, bioavailable appear to be dissolved monomeric hydrolysed species or organic chelates (Sunda, 2001). However, measurements of dissolved Fe are typically made on samples which have passed through membrane filters with a nominal cut off...
of 0.2–0.4 μm, which includes the above species plus larger colloidal material. We shall follow convention in defining this filterable fraction as dissolved whilst noting that the extent to which the colloid material is bioavailable in seawater, or could dissolve to produce hydrolysed or chelated species, may be significant but is unknown (de Baar and de Jong, 2001). Overall, the colloidal fraction is defined as single or aggregated particles, usually having sizes below 1 μm, which are mostly trapped by conventional filtration. However, the smaller fraction (usually nanoparticulates <100 nm) is ill defined and generally included in the dissolved fraction.

The dissolved riverine load of iron is small (1 ± 1 Tg yr⁻¹; de Baar and de Jong, 2001; Poulton and Raiswell, 2002) and the flux into the oceans is further decreased (to approximately 10% or 0.1 ± 0.1 Tg yr⁻¹) by removal in estuaries (e.g., Holliday and Liss, 1976; Sholkovitz, 1976; Boyle et al., 1977; Wu and Luther, 1996). Most of this removal is accounted for by loss of the colloidal fraction by aggregation and deposition (Wen et al., 1999). Truly dissolved Fe concentrations also appear to decrease during estuarine transport but only as a result of dilution with seawater (Dai and Martin, 1995). The residual, dissolved riverine supply to the oceans mainly supports near-shore biological activity, probably augmented by fluxes derived from resuspended shelf sediments (Hutchins et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 1999) and diagenetic recycling (Elrod et al., 2004; Raiswell and Anderson, 2005). Thus, alternative sources of dissolved Fe are required to fertilise the oceans beyond the continental shelf.

The riverine supply of dissolved iron to the oceans is nearly 3 orders of magnitude lower than the supply of particulate Fe as (oxyhydr)oxides (ferrihydrite, lepidocrocite, goethite, and hematite) by rivers, glaciers, and aeolian dust (Poulton and Raiswell, 2002). Hence processes that can derive even small amounts of iron from the less refractory fractions of these solid phases may be important in maintaining steady state levels of bioavailable iron (Moffett, 2001). The fine-grained aluminosilicate fraction of aeolian dust is considered to be an important source of dissolved Fe to the open oceans via both wet and dry deposition, supplying approximately 14–35 Tg yr⁻¹ of total Fe (Jickells and Spokes, 2001). Material supplied by dry deposition is considered essentially insoluble in seawater, but cycling within low pH cloud droplets is believed to modify the wet deposition such that approximately 1–5% of the total Fe (0.2–2 Tg yr⁻¹; de Baar and de Jong, 2001; Jickells and Spokes, 2001) contributes to the pool of dissolved Fe in seawater.

Studies of glacial and sea-ice sources of Fe to the oceans have principally focused on the supply of dissolved Fe released by melting. They indicate that ice contains concentrations of Fe in the range of 10–50 nM (de Baar et al., 1990; Martin et al., 1990; Loscher et al., 1997). Thus, the dissolved Fe concentrations of surface waters in the wake of melting icebergs in the Polar Frontal region of Antarctica (1–9 nM) appear to be enhanced over local seawater concentrations (1–2 nM). This ice-derived dissolved Fe is believed to originate either from aeolian dust or from sea-ice formed in coastal waters with relatively high dissolved Fe concentrations (de Baar and de Jong, 2001). However, icebergs also contain comminuted continental debris, particularly in basal layers, and may accumulate additional sediment during passage over the continental shelves (de Baar and de Jong, 2001). These sediments may already contain nanoparticulate iron (oxyhydr)oxides derived from the weathering of reactive iron-bearing phases (e.g. sulfides, carbonates, olivines, and pyroxenes) where contact with meltwaters has been possible before their final freezing into ice. Aging of these (oxyhydr)oxides is minimised by their transport to the oceans in a frozen matrix. However, fresh iron (oxyhydr)oxides may also be produced as the sediment contained in icebergs is released and weathered during melting. Direct delivery into the oceans avoids the aggregation and deposition that occurs during estuarine transport.

Culture studies with marine diatoms (Wells et al., 1983; Rich and Morel, 1990) have shown that freshly prepared poorly ordered Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides (primarily ferrihydrite) can supply iron for cell growth, but this is not true for more crystalline phases (akaganeite, goethite, and hematite). Wells et al. (1983) suggest the bioavailability of Fe from iron (oxyhydr)oxides decreases with increasing thermodynamic stability of the solid phase. Thus, the bioavailability of Fe decreases with increasing crystallinity and with the loss of water that occurs when poorly ordered (oxyhydr)oxides (i.e., 2- and 6-line ferrihydrite) age to their more crystalline and stable counterparts (lepidocrocite, hematite or goethite; Schwertmann and Taylor, 1972; Schwertmann and Fischer, 1973; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003). Aging and crystallisation can occur both in oxic environments and in anoxic media (Shaw et al., 2005; Yee et al., 2006). An additional factor that requires consideration is irradiation. Wells and Mayer (1991) found that the bioavailability of Fe from both crystalline and non-crystalline iron (oxyhydr)oxides in seawater could be increased by irradiating with UV light, and simulated or natural sunlight. Johnson et al. (1994) and Barbeau and Moffett (2000) also found evidence for the photochemical dissolution of colloidal iron (but see Miller et al., 1995).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies (Poulton and Raiswell, 2005) have shown that a significant proportion of the (oxyhydr)oxide iron in riverine suspended sediment exists as nanoparticles (10–20 nm diameter). The solubilities of iron (oxyhydr)oxides vary with surface area, crystallinity, and impurity content (Bonneville et al., 2004) and nanoparticles with diameters ~10 nm may have solubilities that are increased by approximately two orders of magnitude (e.g., Banfield and Zhang, 2001; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003). It follows that the presence of nanoparticulate iron (oxyhydr)oxides in the glacially derived clastic flux may constitute a source of bioavailable iron to the oceans.
Glaciers are renowned as agents of physical erosion. The ratio of physical to chemical erosion is approximately an order of magnitude higher in glacial environments than in non-glacial environments. Typically, glacial runoff contains $\sim 1.0$ kg m$^{-3}$ of suspended sediment (see later and Gurnell, 1987), whereas runoff from non-glaciated terrain contains $\sim 0.5$ kg m$^{-3}$ (Holland, 1978). By contrast, glacial runoff contains $\sim 15$ g m$^{-3}$ of crustally derived solute (after Tranter et al., 2002), whereas runoff from non-glaciated terrain contains $\sim 75$ g m$^{-3}$ (Holland, 1978). Hence, the ratio of physical to chemical erosion is $\sim 70$ in glaciated terrain, in comparison to $\sim 7$ in non-glaciated terrain. The plentiful supply of sediments by glacial erosion enables glacial meltwaters to carry particularly high loads of both suspended and bed load sediments (Gurnell, 1987). There are a wide range of estimates of the quantity of glacial sediment transferred into the ocean basins (see below), with values in the range of $\sim 5$-$20\%$ of riverine sediment loads. To date, no study has been undertaken of the potential bioavailability of Fe from glacial sediments. This paper attempts to redress this gap in the literature. Specifically, the aims of this paper are first, to estimate the glacial sediment flux to the oceans (see below). The second aim is to characterise the physical properties of glacially derived iron (oxyhydr)oxides in order to assess their potential bioavailability. Finally, the third aim is to construct a global cycle of iron (oxyhydr)oxides in order to identify the importance of glacial supply relative to the other major sources and sinks.

2. Methods

A variety of different types of sediment (Table 1) were collected from Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic glaciers. Samples collected in the European Alps include subglacial sediments collected from a cavity below the Glacier d’Argentiere (Souchez et al., 1973), suspended sediments originating from the Saint-Sorlin Glacier, and proglacial plain sediments from Les Bossons. One Arctic sample was collected from the Finsterwalderbreen, Svalbard. Suspended sediments were filtered (0.45 μm) in the field from meltwaters close to the glacier snout. Further details of these samples are given in Poulton and Raiswell (2005). Samples from Antarctica included sediment from basal ice in the Campbell Glacier (Victoria Land), and supraglacial sediments from the Canada Glacier (Dry Valleys) and the Cray Ice Rise (Ross Ice Shelf). Proglacial plain sediments were collected from Orwell Glacier, Signy Island in the Maritime Antarctic. Fine grain fractions ($<2$ mm and $<6$ μm) were separated by density separation in water according to Stoke’s law.

The sediments were subjected to an extraction procedure (Raiswell et al., 1994; Raiswell and Canfield, 1998; Poulton and Canfield, 2005) that solubilises poorly ordered and crystalline iron (oxyhydr)oxides (with the exception of magnetite) using a buffered sodium dithionite solution (pH 4.8) for 2 h. This iron fraction is considered to be highly reactive (compared to other non-oxide or silicate minerals) and is termed Fe$_{HR}$. A HF–HClO$_4$–HNO$_3$ technique was used to extract total Fe (FeT). Iron measurements were by flame AAS. Replicate extractions ($n = 8$) of stream sediment standard STSD-1 indicate a precision of $<4\%$ for all methods, and total iron measurements were within 2% of the certified value (Poulton and Raiswell, 2002). Analytical data are summarised in Table 1.

The mineralogy of the samples (Table 1) was determined with a Philips PW1050 X-ray diffraction Goniometer using a Cu Kα radiation X-ray tube and the ICDD PDF2 (International Centre for Diffraction Data Powder Diffraction Files) database. The morphology and distribution of phases, and a qualitative elemental analysis of the samples, was obtained using a LEO 1530 Field-Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FEG-SEM) with an attached EDS system. Samples were suspended in ethanol and dispersed using ultrasonic methods and then deposited on Al-stubs. These were coated with 3 nm Platinum and imaged at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV and a working distance of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sediment type and mineralogy</th>
<th>Main bedrock lithologies</th>
<th>% Fe$_{HR}$</th>
<th>% FeT</th>
<th>Fe$_{HR}$/FeT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finsterwalderbreen &lt;2 μm</td>
<td>Svalbard</td>
<td>Suspended Q, C, F, K, M</td>
<td>Schists, siltstones, sandstones, shales</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Sorlin &lt;2 μm</td>
<td>Alps, France</td>
<td>Suspended Q, C, F, M</td>
<td>Dolomites, shales, schists, volcanics</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentiere &lt;2 μm</td>
<td>Alps, France</td>
<td>Subglacial Q, C, Ca, F, M</td>
<td>Granite, gneiss</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Bossons &lt;6 μm</td>
<td>Alps, France</td>
<td>Proglacial Q, C, F, M</td>
<td>Granite, gneiss</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell Glacier &lt;6 μm</td>
<td>Victoria Land, Antarctica</td>
<td>Basal ice Q, C, F, M</td>
<td>Metasediments (shales, carbonates, sands)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cray Ice Rise &lt;6 μm</td>
<td>Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica</td>
<td>Supraglacial Q, C, F, M</td>
<td>Basaltic volcanics</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orwell Glacier &lt;6 μm</td>
<td>Signy Island, Antarctica</td>
<td>Proglacial Q, C, I, K</td>
<td>Metasediments (shales, sands, carbonates), ultrabasics</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Glacier &lt;6 μm</td>
<td>Dry Valleys, Antarctica</td>
<td>Supraglacial Q, C, F, M</td>
<td>Granite, dolerite, sandstone</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mineralogy: Q, quartz; C, chlorite; Ca, calcite; F, feldspar; I, illite; K, kaolinite; M, muscovite.
3–5 mm. For the high-resolution work, a Philips CM200 Field-Emission Gun-Transmission Electron Microscope (FEG-TEM) was used. The FEG-TEM system was operated at 197 keV and was equipped with a Supertwin Objective lens, an Oxford Instrument UTW Energy Dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) and a Gatan Imaging Filter for Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS). The powdered samples were suspended in ethanol, ultrasonicated for 10 min, deposited on standard holey carbon support films on copper grids (Agar Scientific Ltd.) and after drying imaged directly with no thinning. EDS point spectra, dark field images, and EELS elemental maps were acquired on selected spots and areas that were selected and identified based on equivalent FEG-SEM analyses of the same sample.

3. Estimation of the glacially derived sediment flux

3.1. Previous approaches

Previous estimates of the global glacial sediment flux have been reviewed by Hay (1998) and are based either on estimates of sediment yields (mass per unit area per unit time) from glaciated basins, or on estimates of masses of sediment per unit volume (of ice or water) and the mass flux of ice or water. The first approach was used by Garrels and Mackenzie (1971), who estimated that about 0.69 km$^3$ of chemically unweathered, fine-grained rock material was eroded annually from Antarctica, giving a sediment yield of 0.14 kg m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ from an area of 13 $\times$ 10$^{12}$ m$^2$. It was assumed that Antarctica supplied 90% of the global glacial sediment flux, which was thus estimated as approximately 2000 Tg yr$^{-1}$. Hallet et al. (1996) showed that erosion rates were lowest for polar glaciers and plateau glaciers on crystalline rocks, but significantly higher for temperate valley glaciers on crystalline bedrock, and higher still for temperate valley glaciers on other, non-crystalline, rock types. Based on these data, Hay (1998) suggested that Antarctica (area 13 $\times$ 10$^{6}$ km$^2$) and Greenland (2.2 $\times$ 10$^{6}$ km$^2$) would behave as polar glaciers with sediment yields of approximately 5 $\times$ 10$^{-4}$ kg m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ and thus would contribute a total sediment flux of 7 Tg yr$^{-1}$. The vastly smaller area of the remaining glaciated regions (0.8 $\times$ 10$^{6}$ km$^2$) was assumed to have yields equivalent to the mean for temperate glaciers (1 kg m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$), and hence produced a substantially higher sediment flux of 800 Tg yr$^{-1}$. Hence Hay (1998) produced a best estimate of 800 Tg yr$^{-1}$ (and an estimated range of 800–5000 Tg yr$^{-1}$) for the global glacial flux, whilst observing that this best estimate should be revised as new data from Antarctica and Greenland became available. Clearly, there is a significant difference between the estimates of Garrels and Mackenzie (1971) and Hay (1998) in respect of the relative importance of polar versus temperate glacial fluxes. One important element that may lead to the underestimation of sediment fluxes from Antarctica is that of catchment area. Hallet et al. (1996) demonstrate that specific sediment yield increases with the area of the glaciated catchment. Hence, larger catchments in Antarctica, particularly those with fast ice streams, may deliver more sediment than estimates based on sediment yields in smaller catchments.

The second approach was used by Lisitzin (1972) who estimated a substantially larger sediment flux (35,000–50,000 Tg yr$^{-1}$) by assuming that Antarctica produced an annual ice flux of 1000–1500 km$^3$ with a mean sediment content of 1.6% by volume (or $\sim$43 kg m$^{-3}$). Recent data (see below) suggest that sediment contents as high 43 kg m$^{-3}$ of ice are only found in the debris-rich layers of icebergs but are unlikely to be found in cleaner, non-basal ice.

3.2. Estimation of glacial fluxes

The current estimated glacial meltwater runoff from the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (Table 2) is 0.01 and $\sim$0.3 Tm$^3$ yr$^{-1}$, respectively (Church et al., 2001). Glacial runoff from smaller ice masses and glaciers is harder to establish but, if it is assumed that the volume of these smaller ice masses is $\sim$180 Tm$^3$ (Church et al., 2001), that the principal mass loss is via runoff and that the average residence time of ice in the smaller ice masses is 100 years (Warrick and Oerlemans, 1990), then glacial runoff from smaller ice masses is $\sim$1.8 Tm$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ (Tranter, 2005). This figure should be reduced by $\sim$0.7 Tm$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ to account for the mass lost as icebergs (Lisitzin, 2002), to give a value of $\sim$1.1 Tm$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ for the meltwater discharge. This is about 3–4 times greater than current meltwater discharge from ice.

### Table 2
Glacial meltwater and sediment fluxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass flux</th>
<th>Sediment conc. (kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Current ice/water discharge (Tm$^3$ yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Current sediment flux (Tg yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Ice/water discharge at the LGM (Tm$^3$ yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Sediment flux at LGM (Tg yr$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meltwater from ice sheets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>1000–2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meltwater from smaller ice masses</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sediment flux to water &lt;1 km depth</td>
<td></td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000–8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceberg calving from ice sheets</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceberg calving from smaller ice masses</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>1500–3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sediment flux to water &gt;1 km depth</td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4500–6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sheets. Hence, present day global glacial meltwater discharge is \( \sim 1.4 \text{Tm}^3\text{yr}^{-1} \) (Table 2).

An estimate of the suspended load of glacial runoff can be extracted from the data of Gurnell (1987) for 43 glaciated mountain, sub-arctic mountain and arctic catchments. These data demonstrate a close relationship between sediment yield and discharge that indicates an approximate mean suspended sediment load of 1 kg m\(^{-3}\). Given that the glacial meltwater discharge is \( \sim 1.4 \text{Tm}^3\text{yr}^{-1} \), then the global glacial suspended sediment flux is \( \sim 1400 \text{Tg yr}^{-1} \) (Table 2). The shortcomings of this estimate include the deposition and temporary storage of suspended sediment in terrestrial environments (Sugden and John, 1976), and the potential for double counting suspended sediment of glacial origin as riverine, particularly in Asia where glaciated headwater catchments may be several hundred kilometers from the coast. The latter error is of little importance in the context of iron (oxyhydr)oxide delivery to the oceans because most colloidal iron (hydr)oxides are removed during passage through estuaries (see later).

Meltwater is often a major loss of mass for smaller glaciers and ice caps, but iceberg calving is often the major mass loss term from ice sheets (Paterson, 1994). Calving icebergs carry significant quantities of sediment, particularly in the lower meters of ice (Dowdeswell and Murray, 1990). Hence some estimate of iceberg sediment fluxes is necessary to fully quantify glacial sediment fluxes to the oceans (Lisitzin, 1972). Current estimates of iceberg calving from Greenland and Antarctica are \( \sim 0.2 \) and \( \sim 2 \text{Tm}^3\text{yr}^{-1} \) water equivalent, respectively (Church et al., 2001), and smaller ice masses may also contribute up to 0.7 Tm\(^3\) yr\(^{-1}\) (Lisitzin, 2002), giving a combined iceberg flux of \( \sim 2.9 \text{Tm}^3\text{yr}^{-1} \) water equivalent (Table 2). This is approximately double our estimate of the global meltwater flux. The sediment content of icebergs is poorly known, but Dowdeswell and Dowdeswell (1989) report sediment concentrations of 0.2–200 kg m\(^{-3}\) for icebergs from Svalbard, with the higher concentrations (>30 kg m\(^{-3}\)) found in debris-rich basal layers. Overall, a typical value for the sediment content of icebergs is believed to be \( \sim 0.5 \text{kg m}^{-3} \) (De’ath, 2004), similar to that of river water. Hence, the flux of glacial sediment transported into the oceans by icebergs is \( \sim 1500 \text{Tg yr}^{-1} \) (Table 2). This value is similar to the above estimate of the meltwater suspended sediment flux. We have ignored the cyclical effects of freezing and melting of basal ice in coastal waters, particularly around Antarctica, since the quantitative effect on basal ice contents is unknown at present. In total, the potential flux of glacial sediment to the oceans is approximately 2900 Tg yr\(^{-1}\).

The debris content of non-basal or meteoric ice in the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets is of the order of 0.2–2 g m\(^{-3}\) (Paterson, 1994; Wilson et al., 2000). Relatively low concentrations are found in studies of aerosols in Holocene ice but higher aerosol concentrations occurred at the Last Glacial Maxima (e.g., Petit et al., 1981; Angelis et al., 1987). Most of the debris in meteoric or non-basal ice is of aerosol origin (i.e., that both wet deposited in snow and dry deposited onto the glacier surface). Thus, the maximum mass flux of aerosol dust attributable to melting icebergs is \( \sim 6 \text{Tg yr}^{-1} \).

The total estimate of glacial sediment transport to the oceans in Table 2 is approximately 50% higher than that of Garrels and Mackenzie (1971). This is largely because we have assumed that all glacial suspended sediment (\( \sim 50\% \) of our total glacial sediment flux) reaches the oceans, rather than is deposited on land. Our estimate is an order of magnitude lower than that of Lisitzin (1972), mainly because of our lower estimate of the debris content of icebergs (\( \sim 40 \text{kg m}^{-3} \), \( \sim 0.5 \text{kg m}^{-3} \)). The value reported by Lisitzin (1972) can be found in the debris-rich basal layers of icebergs (Dowdeswell and Dowdeswell, 1989), but is unlikely to be found in cleaner, non-basal ice. Our estimate is higher than the best estimate of Hay (1998), principally because we assume that icebergs transport more sediment from Antarctica.

Crudely, we assume that suspended sediment in meltwater runoff is deposited in water depths of \( <1 \text{km} \) and that icebergs deposit sediment in waters \( >1 \text{km} \) deep. This is a gross simplification, and does not acknowledge the multiple processes that occur in coastal environments receiving inputs from either glacial meltwaters and/or icebergs (Syvitski et al., 1987; Dowdeswell and Scourse, 1990; Lisitzin, 2002). Better quantitative depositional models than are presently available are required to improve the partition of glacimarine sediments between slope and shelf environments.

### 4. Nanoparticulate morphologies and surface interactions

#### 4.1. Previous observations

Numerous studies (Whitney, 1975; Horowitz and Elrick, 1987; Turner et al., 1991; Hedges and Keil, 1995; Brown et al., 1999; Kaiser and Guggenberger, 2000; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003; Poulton and Raiswell, 2005) have identified close correlations between iron (oxyhydr)oxide content and surface area in freshwater and marine sediments. The existence of (oxyhydr)oxides as continuous monolayer coatings has never been demonstrated in natural systems. Furthermore, loadings of iron on shelf sediments and riverine suspended sediments are sufficiently small (0.2–2.0 mg Fe m\(^{-2}\); Hedges and Keil, 1995; Poulton and Raiswell, 2005) that any continuous layer would have to be \( <1 \text{nm} \) in thickness and hence beyond the resolution of conventional electron microscopy (see analogous discussion of organic C monolayers in Mayer, 1999). It seems most likely that a close correlation between the iron (oxyhydr)oxide content and the surface area simply arises because the iron (oxyhydr)oxides themselves constitute a significant fraction of the surface area, irrespective of any association with clay mineral surfaces (Ransom et al., 1997). In most cases, iron (oxyhydr)oxides attached to the surfaces of quartz
and clay minerals apparently occur as patches, aggregates or layers of limited extent (e.g., Horowitz and Elrick, 1987; Postma and Brockenhuus-Schack, 1987). In some cases, small blebs or patches of iron (oxyhydr)oxides may also infill mesopores on clay mineral surfaces (Poulton and Raiswell, 2005).

In samples from natural settings, electron microscopy observations (Greenland et al., 1968; Tipping et al., 1981; Poulton and Raiswell, 2005) have also shown that poorly ordered iron (oxyhydr)oxides commonly occur as spheroidal to ellipsoidal nanoparticles that may be single or aggregated, and may be free-standing or attached to quartz or clay minerals. A nanoparticulate fine-structure is also sometimes visible in the layers or patches attached to quartz and clay minerals (e.g., see Horowitz and Elrick, 1987; Postma and Brockenhuus-Schack, 1987). The reasons for the aggregation of iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles and their attachment to other minerals are not well understood but are likely to be related to attractive or repulsive interactions with the surface active sites on quartz and clay minerals (see below).

4.2. Morphology of iron (oxyhydr)oxides in glacial sediments

The FEG-SEM images of all the glacial sediments described in this study show the presence of poorly ordered nanoparticles. They may be single nanoparticles with sizes in the order of <10 nm or assembled into aggregates or blebs of up to several hundred nanometer diameter (Fig. 1). Similar nanoparticles are found in all the samples, although there are obvious differences in abundance that are roughly consistent with FeHR content (Table 1); for example between Argentiere (0.25% FeHR) and Finsterwalderbreen (5.5% FeHR). Nanoparticles apparently occur in association with the surfaces of (alumino)silicate grains, both in isolation and also aggregated into patches. In other cases, nanoparticles are not apparently associated with host grains, but can still occur either as single grains or as aggregates. In addition, in some cases (i.e., Les Bossons and Orwell) iron nanoparticles were associated with organic matter, as has been shown previously by Wen et al. (1999). It seems unlikely that this variety of occurrences could be an artefact of sample preparation alone, but

Fig. 1. High-resolution FEG-SEM images of the <2 μm fraction of glacial sediments from (a) Finsterwalderbreen, (b) Canada Glacier, and (c) Les Bossons showing the intimate association of clays and iron (oxyhydr)oxide clusters and nanoparticles.
aggregation and attachment may have induced during sample preparation. Fig. 2 shows a FEG-TEM image and the corresponding EDS spectra for three areas of the <2 μm fraction Finsterwalderbreen sample. The large peaks for C and Cu are due to the carbon support film and the copper grid. Area 2 represents a clay grain devoid of nanoparticles, which shows predominantly Si and Al peaks. Little Fe is present in this area, but Fe becomes increasingly abundant in passing from area 3 (nanoparticle aggregate on a clay surface) to area 1 (nanoparticle aggregate isolated from host grains). Fig. 3a is a darkfield representation of the image in Fig. 2 and the brighter areas show the distribution of iron-rich clusters and individual particles dispersed on a clay surface. Examining one of these bright areas at high-resolution (Fig. 3b) reveals poorly ordered iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles with a faint hexagonal outline (diameter approximately 5 nm) which are similar in morphology and size to ferrihydrite (Janney et al., 2000). The chemical and spectroscopic confirmation that such particles and aggregates are iron-based is shown in Fig. 4, where a FEG-TEM image of an area containing individual nanoparticles and nanoparticle clusters on a clay substrate (Fig. 4a) and the associated EELS elemental Fe map of the same field of view (Fig. 4b), show a close correspondence between nanoparticles and the bright Fe-rich areas. These figures provide compelling evidence that nanoparticles with this morphology are mainly composed of Fe (oxyhydr)oxides. Similar occurrences of nanoparticles
were observed in all the glacial samples studied, irrespective of location and glacial bedrock composition.

4.3. Interactions of iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticulates in seawater

Our SEM/TEM observations suggest that iron (oxyhydr)oxides occur in a wide range of forms; as single grains or coalesced into patches (both attached to glacial sediment grains) and as unattached nanoparticulates (either single or aggregated). The nature of these associations between nanoparticulates, and between nanoparticulates and sediment grains may exert an important influence on the partition of bioavailable iron between the operationally defined dissolved and particulate fractions.

Two major types of intermolecular forces and interaction can occur between particles (Krupp, 1967; Israelachvili, 1992). Short-range interactions that arise from various types of chemical bonds (usually generated by ionisation of surface substrate groups) are always attractive (see below). However, long-range interactions arise from van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces (e.g., dipole–dipole and double layer interactions); the former are weaker and are always attractive but the latter can be either attractive or repulsive.

A repulsive electrostatic force arises from the overlap of the double layers of adjacent nanoparticulates and can prevent aggregation. The electrostatic energy ($E_D$) arising from this repulsion depends on the double layer thickness as shown in the following equation from Hogg et al. (1966);

$$E_D = \pi \varepsilon_0 \psi_D^2 D \ln[1 + e^{-\kappa(S-D)}],$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the dielectric constant of water at the specified temperature, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space ($8.845 \times 10^{-12}$ C$^2$ J$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$), $\psi_D$ is the surface charge density in $V$, and $\kappa^{-1}$ is the double layer thickness in m. The reciprocal thickness of the double layer (Stumm, 1992) can be calculated from;

$$\kappa = \left[\frac{(2F^2I \times 10^3)}{(\varepsilon\varepsilon_0 RT)}\right]^{0.5},$$

where $R$ is the molar gas constant (8.314 J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), $T$ is the temperature in K, $F$ is the Faraday constant (96,490 C mol$^{-1}$) and $I$ is the ionic strength. Millero (2001) gives values of $\varepsilon$ of 87.7 at 0 °C, so $\kappa^{-1}$ is approximately 10 nm in glacial meltwaters with $I < 0.001$ M and approximately 0.36 nm in seawater ($I = 0.72$ M). Temperature changes have little effect (see Eq. (2)) because $\varepsilon$ decreases with increasing temperature (to 83.8 at 10 °C or 283 K). This collapse of the double layer limits the range over which the double layer repulsion forces operate and thus allows nanoparticulates with the same charge sign to approach closely enough ($\sim$0.3 nm or less) for bonding forces become effective Bonding forces may be an order of magnitude stronger than electrostatic forces (see below and Waychunas, 2001) and are thus able to produce aggregation. The effects of aggregation on bioavailability are unknown although we note that aggregates that are small enough to pass through a membrane filter will be recorded as dissolved (and presumed bioavailable) but larger aggregates will be removed by filtration (and assumed to be non-bioavailable).

The sign of $E_D$ in Eq. (1) depends on $\psi_D$ (the surface potential) and may produce an attraction between oppositely charged nanoparticulates and other sediment grains. The existence of surface charge in metal oxides arises from the ionisation of surface (S) hydroxyls

$$S-OH_2^+ \leftrightarrow S-OH + H^+ \leftrightarrow S-O^- + H_2O$$

with protonation favoured under acidic conditions and deprotonation under in alkaline solutions. The surface charge of oxides is thus controlled by pH (and to a lesser extent by ionic strength) and is positive below a characteristic pH (the point of zero charge or PZC). Cornell and Schwertmann (2003) report that the PZC of pure iron (oxyhydr)oxides lies in the following ranges; ferrihydrite 7.8–7.9, lepidocrocite 6.7–7.3, hematite 7.5–9.5, and...
goethite 7.5–9.5. A rough estimate of $\psi_D$ can be made (Stumm, 1992) from:

$$\psi_D = 2.3RT(p_{\text{ZPC}} - pH)/F. \tag{3}$$

The pH of glacial meltwaters typically lies in the range 6.5–8.5 (Raiswell, 1984) and thus pure iron (oxyhydr)oxides in meltwaters may have surface charges ranging from +70 to −160 mV or +70 mV to −70 mV in seawater at pH 8.

However, the surface charges of iron (oxyhydr)oxides may be considerably modified by adsorbed ions, organic matter or non-ideal pure phases. In dilute natural waters iron (oxyhydr)oxides specifically adsorb chloride, sulfate, and nitrate ions (Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003), which are relatively abundant in most glacial meltwaters (Brown, 2002). These adsorbed ions add negative charge to the (oxyhydr)oxide surface and hence shift the PZC to lower pH values. For example, Matijevic (1980) showed that the electrophoretic mobility of spherical hematite grains at pH 7 was close to zero but the PZC was shifted to approximately 6 in the presence of adsorbed Cl⁻, indicating a $\psi_D$ of approximately −50 mV. Tipping (1981) and Tipping and Cooke (1982) also observed that the adsorption of humic material decreased the PZC of nanoparticulate goethite, hematite, and ferrihydrite in freshwaters such that the (oxyhydr)oxide surfaces were negatively charged with a surface charge potential of approximately −27 mV.

Thus, the literature data suggest that iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles typically have $\psi_D$ values ranging from +70 mV to −70 mV in seawater. Positively charged iron (oxyhydr)oxides will experience an electrostatic attraction to negatively charged (alumino)silicates. Many common (alumino)silicate minerals possess negative surface charge due to the isomorphic substitution of Si and Al for less positive valence ions, or to the pH-dependent charges (see earlier) that form on surface hydroxyls (Al-OH, Si-OH) situated at broken edges (Van Olphen, 1963; Sposito, 1989). Once in close proximity (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles will bond with surface hydroxyl groups on quartz and (alumino)silicate minerals via surface complexation or hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bond or dipole–dipole forces are relatively strong (10–40 kJ/mol for H-bond and up to ~200 kJ/mol for dipole–dipole forces) and are 100–1000 times stronger than van der Waals forces. The abundance of (alumino)silicate grains makes their close approach, collision and bonding with nanoparticulates very probable once glacial sediment has been delivered into the ocean. Such nanoparticles (and the larger nanoparticulate aggregates) are removed with the sediment by filtration but may still be bioavailable, either directly (due to enhanced solubility) or indirectly (due to photochemical processes).

5. The global iron (oxyhydr)oxide cycle

This section utilises the new estimates of glacial iron (oxyhydr)oxide fluxes to construct a global iron (oxyhydr)oxide cycle (Fig. 5), dividing the ocean into two compartments; a continental shelf reservoir restricted to water depths of less than 1 km, and an open ocean reservoir for water depths greater than 1 km. The sources of iron (oxyhydr)oxides considered here are derived from the dissolved iron and particulate iron (oxyhydr)oxide (Fe HR) fluxes originating from rivers, glaciers, groundwaters, aeolian dust, hydrothermal activity, coastal erosion, and diagenetic recycling. The major sinks are estuarine removal and deposition into continental shelf and deep sea sediments. Each of these sources is briefly quantified below and further details can be found in Poulton and Raiswell (2002) and Raiswell and Anderson (2005), and sources therein.

5.1. Riverine fluxes

Estimates of dissolved riverine fluxes (defined as the Fe which is able to pass through a 0.45 μm filter) into the oceans fall in a fairly narrow range from 0.2 to 2.0 Tg yr⁻¹ (Wollast and Mackenzie, 1983; Haese, 2000; de Baar and de Jong, 2001). Ranges estimated here are expressed as a

![Fig. 5. The global iron (oxyhydr)oxide cycle. Units in Tg yr⁻¹.](image-url)
mean ± 3 SD, giving a dissolved flux of 1 ± 1 Tg yr⁻¹. Estimates of particulate fluxes are, however, considerably more variable than dissolved fluxes for a variety of reasons. Sediment discharge data show substantial temporal variability on timescales which range from hourly to annually (Horowitz et al., 2001). Furthermore, in many regions sediment discharge measurements are made infrequently and/or over timescales that are too short to permit a sensible mean annual flux to be estimated. There is also relatively little data for many rivers during large floods, when the mean annual sediment discharge may be delivered over several days. Thus, it is extremely difficult to estimate mean annual sediment discharge on decadal and centennial timescales (Hay, 1998; Poulton and Raiswell, 2002). However, much of the dissolved iron and particulate iron (oxyhydr)oxides are removed from the riverine load during passage through estuaries (see earlier and de Baar and de Jong, 2001). For example, a variety of studies have shown that colloidal iron (oxyhydr)oxides are 70–100% removed during passage through rivers with large flood plains that store significant fractions of the riverine load (e.g., the Brahmaputra; Allison et al., 1998) as compared to rivers from high-standing islands where storage is minimal (Milliman et al., 1999; Lyons et al., 2002). The removal of 90% of this flux in estuaries suggests that the Fe$_{HR}$ flux actually delivered into the oceans is 35 ± 7 Tg yr⁻¹ (see Fig. 5).

5.2. Groundwater fluxes

Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) not only includes the discharge of meteoric groundwater but all advective flow between the land and the continental shelf (Burnett et al., 2003) that may be induced by pressure and density gradients (Moore and Wilson, 2005). The importance of SGD varies regionally as a proportion of the total water flux from almost nothing to 100% (Taniguchi et al., 2002). Estimates of the global SGD flux entering the oceans vary from 0.01% to 10% of the surface water runoff, with a best estimate of 5% or 1.85 × 10¹⁵ L yr⁻¹ (Slomp and Van Cappellen, 2004). However, compilations of groundwater analyses (Langmuir, 1997) show a median dissolved Fe content of 100 μg L⁻¹ and thus this combination of discharge and concentration levels is unlikely to produce a dissolved Fe flux as high as 0.1 Tg yr⁻¹.

5.3. Coastal erosion

Material derived from coastal erosion constitutes a further addition of sediment to the ocean basins. Garrels and Mackenzie (1971) estimate this flux to be 200–900 Tg yr⁻¹, with a preferred value of 250 Tg yr⁻¹ (close to the 150 Tg yr⁻¹ estimated by Lisitzin, 1972). A flux of 200 Tg yr⁻¹ with the average Fe$_{HR}$ content of coastal marine sediments (1.0 ± 0.5%; Poulton and Raiswell, 2002) indicates an erosive flux of 2 ± 1 Tg yr⁻¹ of Fe$_{HR}$ (see Fig. 5).

5.4. Hydrothermal flux

Iron can also be delivered to the open ocean reservoir as a result of interactions between basaltic lavas and seawater, by axial high temperature and diffuse low temperature activity, and by off-axis low temperature activity and the weathering of hot and cold basalt on the seafloor. Estimates of 1–10 Tg yr⁻¹ for the axial high temperature and diffuse low temperature flow have been made by Elderfield and Schlutz (1996), Poulton and Raiswell (2002) estimate that the off-axis low temperature flux is 1 Tg yr⁻¹, while the contribution from basaltic weathering gives a further 7 Tg yr⁻¹ (Maynard, 1976; Wolery and Sleep, 1976). Hence the combined flux from all hydrothermal sources can be estimated to be 14 ± 5 Tg yr⁻¹ (Poulton and Raiswell, 2002). However, these inputs are dispersed over relatively small areas of ocean basin sediment that are not included in the samples used by Raiswell and Canfield (1998) to derive a mean Fe$_{HR}$ content for deep sea sediments (1.0 ± 0.5%). Here, we arbitrarily assume that 10% of the hydrothermal flux (or 1 ± 0.4 Tg yr⁻¹) is dispersed sufficiently widely to contribute to our mean deep sea sediment composition (see Fig. 5), which then allows the deep sea sediment Fe$_{HR}$ data to be used to derive a shelf export flux of Fe$_{HR}$ to the open ocean reservoir (see below).

5.5. Glacial flux

Above we estimated the glacial fluxes from ice sheets plus smaller glaciers as 1400 Tg yr⁻¹ with a further 1500 Tg yr⁻¹ supplied by icebergs. Assuming these sediment fluxes have a mean Fe$_{HR}$ content of 0.5 ± 0.4% (Poulton and Raiswell, 2002) produces an overall Fe$_{HR}$ flux of 14 ± 11 Tg yr⁻¹. However, much of the sediment flux carried by meltwater runoff is likely to be physically trapped in fjords. Furthermore, the transfer of colloidal and particulate-associated Fe$_{HR}$ to the oceans through estuaries is unlikely to be more efficient than by rivers and thus, assuming a 10% transfer (as for riverine delivery), produces an Fe$_{HR}$ flux of 1 ± 1 Tg yr⁻¹ to the shelf reservoir. By contrast the sediment flux from icebergs (1500 Tg yr⁻¹) occurs directly into the open ocean reservoir (although there is some loss in near shore regions; Dowdeswell and Scourse, 1990) and thus delivers Fe$_{HR}$ at a rate of 7 ± 6 Tg yr⁻¹ (see Fig. 5). The aeolian dust flux released from melting icebergs is relatively small (6 Tg yr⁻¹, see earlier) and assuming an Fe$_{HR}$ content of ~1% (Poulton and Raiswell, 2002), produces an Fe$_{HR}$ flux of only 0.06 Tg yr⁻¹. This flux is small enough to be ignored in comparison to the other glacial Fe$_{HR}$ sources.
5.6. Aeolian dust

Duce et al. (1991) have estimated the mineral aerosol flux to the oceans as 910 Tg yr\(^{-1}\). Based on this data the total iron flux is estimated as 25 ± 10 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) (de Baar and de Jong, 2001; Jickells and Spokes, 2001) while the Fe\(_{HR}\) flux is 10 ± 4 (Poulton and Raiswell, 2002). Digitising the dust flux maps of GESAMP (1990) and interpolating the data between depth contours suggests that ≈90% of the dust falls into water <1 km in depth. Thus the aeolian flux of Fe\(_{HR}\) into the shelf reservoir is 9 ± 7 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) and into the open ocean is 1 ± 0.8 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) (see Fig. 5).

5.7. Diagenetic recycling

Recent benthic chamber measurements (McManus et al., 1997; Elrod et al., 2004) have shown that dissolved iron is supplied from anoxic sediment porewaters to overlying seawater by diffusion and bioirrigation. The re-suspension of anoxic shelf sediments may also release dissolved iron-rich porewaters to overlying seawater (Johnson et al., 1999) which may result in the precipitation and export of iron (oxyhydr)oxides (Aller et al., 1986; Raiswell and Anderson, 2005). Re-suspension appears to be patchy in distribution across the shelf (Hutchins et al., 1998) and such non-steady state effects are difficult to quantify. Diffusive fluxes vary greatly with porewater pH, dissolved Fe concentrations, bottom water oxygenation, temperature, and the thickness of the surface layer of oxygenated sediment (Raiswell and Anderson, 2005) and reliable flux measurements are currently available for relatively few sites. However, Elrod et al. (2004) give a mean flux of diagnostically recycled iron from shelf sediments as 5 Tg yr\(^{-1}\). This value is consistent with that derived by Poulton and Raiswell (2002) based on estimates of the authigenic iron flux to deep-sea sediments, but somewhat larger than the 2–3 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) estimated by de Baar and de Jong (2001). A mean value of 4 ± 1 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) is used in Fig. 5 for the combined inputs from diffusion, re-suspension, and bioirrigation.

5.8. The global iron (oxyhydr)oxide cycle

Fig. 5 shows all the major inputs to the Fe\(_{HR}\) cycle. An estimate of the rate of Fe\(_{HR}\) removal to deep sea sediments can be made from the data of Martin and Windom (1991), who give the accumulation rate of sediments in water >1 km depth as 1100 Tg yr\(^{-1}\). Higher estimates of the deep sea sedimentation rate by Hay (1994) suggest a value of 2800 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) and an approximate mean of 1500 ± 500 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) is used here. Poulton and Raiswell (2002) give a mean Fe\(_{HR}\) content of 1.0 ± 0.5% for deep-sea sediments (carbonate-corrected), thus producing a removal rate of 16 ± 8 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) of Fe\(_{HR}\).

Most of the fluxes in Fig. 5 are derived from independent estimates, except for shelf export and removal to shelf sediments (which have been derived by mass balance assuming a steady state). The large uncertainties in these two fluxes (shelf export 7 ± 10 Tg yr\(^{-1}\); removal to shelf sediments 41 ± 14 Tg yr\(^{-1}\)) arises because mass balances critically depend on the large, poorly known flux values for the riverine suspended load, the transport of Fe (oxyhydr)oxides through estuaries (see earlier) and the removal of Fe to deep-sea sediments (see above). Further data from the high-standing islands may allow an independent estimate of the proportion of their riverine fluxes that is exported across the shelf into the open ocean (see Sholkovitz et al., 1999) but at present the estimates for shelf export and removal to shelf sediments should only be regarded as indicative. Bearing this in mind, Fig. 5 shows the following significant features of the global iron (oxyhydr)oxide cycle.

(i) The main sources of iron (oxyhydr)oxides to the shelves are from rivers, aeolian dust, and diagenetic recycling.

(ii) The main non-hydrothermal sources of iron (oxyhydr)oxides to the open ocean are delivered by icebergs and by transport through (or from) the continental shelf.

These conclusions refer solely to the masses of iron present as (oxyhydr)oxides the bioavailability of which is discussed below. The bioavailability of aeolian material has been the subject of detailed study (see Jickells and Spokes, 2001) but otherwise only general comments can be made on the bioavailability of the other fluxes, all of which would benefit from further study. Colloidal iron (including nanoparticles not attached to sediment grains) is almost quantitatively removed from most riverine loads during passage through estuaries (see above). However, iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles that are attached to sediment grains may pass through estuaries as suspended load. These attached nanoparticles may be partially bioavailable depending on the factors that control solubility (surface area, crystallinity, mineralogy, and photochemical reactivity), but their most probable fate is rapid sedimentation on to the shelf, from which a fraction may be recycled. This is also the likely fate of iron (oxyhydr)oxide material produced by coastal erosion. Anoxic diagenesis of shelf sediments produces reduced iron, a fraction of which diffuses up through the sediment porewaters into the overlying seawater (Raiswell and Anderson, 2005). Here, rapid oxidation will produce fresh iron (hydr)oxide nanoparticles (Shaw et al., 2004) that are potentially bioavailable, but are believed to be mainly used in sustaining near-shore productivity (Fung et al., 2000; Elrod et al., 2004).

The delivery of iron (oxyhydr)oxides to the open ocean is here shown to be mainly derived by export from the shelf plus iceberg supply. However, the exact origin and pathways of the material exported from the shelf to the deep sea are currently unknown. Anderson and Raiswell (2004) have evaluated a number of possible processes that could supply iron (oxyhydr)oxides to the deep basin Black Sea (the most likely being diagenetic recycling,
fractionation of the riverine flux and microbial degradation of aluminosilicates). In the present context, the bioavailable iron produced by diagenetic recycling seems unlikely to escape the shelf (see above). However, there is evidence that riverine particulates can undergo long-range transport into deep basin areas. For example, rivers draining the active margins of islands in the East Indies deliver fine particulates into the Equatorial Undercurrent, allowing long-range transport across the Pacific (Gordon et al., 1997; Milliman et al., 1999; Sholkovitz et al., 1999; Mackey et al., 2002). It seems unlikely that bioavailable material would survive transport across the shelf and into the open ocean but this has not been established.

The new estimates of glacial sediment supply produced here show that significant amounts of iron (oxyhydro)oxides can be transported to the open ocean by iceberg delivery. In contrast to a fractionated riverine flux, the sediments delivered from icebergs may not have aged significantly before melting releases the sediments to the oceans. Iron (oxyhydro)oxides may form in aqueous subglacial environments prior to their incorporation with other glacial debris into basal ice. These subglacial environments are regions where sediment is actively sheared (Alley et al., 1989). Sediment surfaces are therefore more likely to be comminuted and reactivated in these environments, rather than aged. Some aging may occur in the basal ice of the icebergs during melting, but this is likely to be on the timescale of days to months, and much shorter than the wetting time of sediment in transit through a fluvio-glacial system. The amounts of iron (oxyhydr)oxide in glacial debris are generally low but minimal aging may allow the preservation of poorly crystalline nanoparticulates of high bioavailability. Icebergs may deposit sediment over 62 × 10^6 km^2 of the Southern Ocean, with most icebergs being found south of 45°C. Occasionally, some are found as far as 30°C. Typically, ice rafted debris is found within 100–1200 km of the Antarctic shoreline and this represents the area where iceberg delivery of nanoparticulate iron is likely to be most effective. This area includes regions close to Antartica (Weddell and Ross Seas, the islands of the Scotia Arc) where productivity is high, but also extends into more distant areas where productivity is low (Watson, 2001). However, iceberg delivery of iron (oxyhydr)oxides is likely to be very variable across this region. Different icebergs may contain different masses of iron (oxyhydr)oxides depending on their source area, and rates of melting will also alter delivery depending on the location of sediment within icebergs.

These glacially derived fluxes would also have been considerably larger during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) at ~18,000–21,000 years ago. During the LGM water fluxes from ice sheets are calculated to have increased to ~1–2 Tm^3 yr^−1 (Jones et al., 2002) and meltwater discharge from smaller ice cap and glaciers increased to 3–6 Tm^3 yr^−1 (Tranter, 2005), which together produce a sediment flux in the region of 4000–8000 Tg yr^−1 (Table 2). We estimate iceberg calving to be of the order of 6 Tm^3 yr^−1 from ice sheets, and 3–6 Tm^3 yr^−1 from smaller ice masses (Table 2). The transfer of suspended sediment to the oceans by icebergs is therefore potentially 4500–6000 Tg yr^−1 (or 5200 ± 800 Tg yr^−1) and this enhanced flux may have contributed 26 ± 21 Tg yr^−1 of Fe_{HR} (over three times more than the present iceberg Fe_{HR} flux).

Low concentrations of atmospheric CO_2 are believed to occur during glacial periods (including the LGM) and have been attributed to an increased supply of iron-bearing aeolian dust to the oceans (Martin, 1990). Modelling suggests that approximately 50% of the CO_2 drawdown (approximately 40 ppm) could be accounted for by iron-stimulated phytoplankton activity in the Southern Oceans (Watson et al., 2000; Watson, 2001). However, Maher and Dennis (2001) have criticised this iron fertilisation hypothesis on the grounds that the timing of the aeolian dust fluxes in the Vostok ice core does not correspond with periods of CO_2 drawdown. Furthermore, Maher and Dennis (2001) point out that aeolian dust fluxes in the Southern Ocean are low, and were so even during glaciations.

The data presented here suggest another possibility; that increased fluxes of nanoparticulate iron derived from icebergs stimulated the increased productivity and produced the observed glacial CO_2 drawdown. Increased iceberg production and slower melting during the LGM would also assist in transporting iron into more remote regions where productivity could be fertilised. Martin (1990) estimates that about 430,000 ton of Fe (or 0.4 Tg) would be required for sufficient extra productivity to generate the removal of the 3 Gt (or 3000 Tg) of C required to increase ocean productivity and drawdown CO_2 levels to those observed. Our data (Table 2) indicate that iceberg sediment delivery to the oceans increased by approximately 5000 Tg yr^−1 during the LGM and thus, given a glacial sediment concentration of Fe_{HR} of 0.5% (see earlier), icebergs transport an Fe_{HR} flux equivalent to 20 Tg yr^−1. Less than 0.02% of this flux would need to be bioavailable in order to fertilise the removal of 3 Gt of C.

We have not been able to estimate the proportion of nanoparticulate iron in our glacial samples, but we have shown that iron nanoparticulates are present in a wide variety of fine-grained glacial debris. The fine fractions of the samples in Table 1 typically comprise ~1% of the bulk sample and mostly have Fe_{HR} contents of at least 1%. Iceberg delivery of an additional 50 Tg yr^−1 of this material during the LGM, would therefore add at least 0.5 Tg yr^−1 of Fe_{HR} to the oceans. Thus the flux of Fe_{HR} in the finest fraction alone is sufficient to fertilise oceanic removal of CO_2, provided all the Fe_{HR} in the finest fraction delivered by icebergs is nanoparticulate and/or bioavailable. Clearly glacial Fe_{HR} fluxes are sufficiently large that the dissolution of only small proportions of this material may play a significant role in the delivery of bioavailable iron to the ocean. A more comprehensive study of material derived from icebergs is now required to ascertain the extent to which iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticulates are present in icebergs, their geographical distribution and bioavailability.
6. Conclusions

1. Estimates of present-day glacial sediment delivery to the oceans have been made from modeling rates of ice-melting and the sediment content of ice. These estimates indicate that the sediment flux from meltwater discharge is $\sim 1400 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ with an additional $\sim 1500 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ from icebergs. These estimates are higher than the most recent best estimate of 800 Tg yr$^{-1}$ by Hay (1998).

2. Iron is present as (oxyhydr)oxides only at low concentrations ($\text{Fe}_{\text{HR}} = 0.5 \pm 0.4\%$; Poulton and Raiswell, 2002) in glacial sediments. However, large glacial sediment fluxes produce significant delivery rates of $\text{Fe}_{\text{HR}}$ into the oceans. The $\text{Fe}_{\text{HR}}$ carried by meltwaters ($14\pm11 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$) is likely to be substantially removed during estuarine transport, as is the present riverine $\text{Fe}_{\text{HR}}$ flux, and the combined effects of colloid removal and sedimentation may allow only $1\pm1 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$ to reach the oceans. However, the sediment carried by icebergs evades estuarine transport and the removal of colloidal iron (oxyhydr)oxides to add $7\pm6 \text{Tg yr}^{-1} \text{Fe}_{\text{HR}}$ directly to the open ocean.

3. A global iron (oxyhydr)oxide model shows that the dominant fluxes of $\text{Fe}_{\text{HR}}$ to the continental shelf are from aeolian dust ($9\pm7 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$), coastal erosion ($2\pm1 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$), meltwater runoff from ice-sheets plus smaller glaciers ($1\pm1 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$) and diagenetic recycling ($4\pm1 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$). The main fluxes to the open ocean are from icebergs ($7\pm6 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$), aeolian dust ($1\pm0.8 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$) and export from the shelf ($7\pm10 \text{Tg yr}^{-1}$).

4. Detailed examination of the fine-grained fractions of sediment from Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic glaciers shows the ubiquitous presence of iron (oxyhydr)oxide nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are typically smaller than 10 nm in diameter and are poorly ordered; they can occur as isolated grains (more often as aggregates) and may be separated from, or attached to, (alumino)silicate grains.

5. The mode of nanoparticulate iron delivery to the oceans is mainly controlled by surface charge potential, which can vary widely depending on mineralogy, crystallinity, and presence of adsorbed ions. The collapse of the double layer in seawater prevents long-range repulsion between adjacent nanoparticles and allows their approach to distances where bonding forces are effective. The resulting aggregates can be small enough to pass membrane filters and be recorded as dissolved and bioavailable.

6. Nanoparticles with positive surface charge potentials will be attracted to (alumino)silicate grains which typically have large negative surface charge potentials. Nanoparticles attached to glacial sediment grains are removed by filtration but may still be bioavailable when delivered to the oceans via icebergs. Transport in a frozen matrix minimises the potential for aging and allows nanoparticles to retain high surface areas and poor-crystallinity that enhance solubility and bioavailability. Photochemical processes may also aid dissolution of nanoparticles.

7. Iceberg delivery of iron (oxyhydr)oxides to the deep sea during the LGM was large enough to fertilise increased oceanic productivity and drawdown sufficient C to produce low atmospheric CO$_2$ levels.
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